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• The Marine Air Ground Task Force (MAGTF)
Information Environment (IE) Operations Concept
of Employment (COE) to fighting and winning in
and through the Information Environment
• These ideas include operationalizing the IE as a
maneuver space, commanding and controlling
information capabilities integrally to achieve
objectives
• The IE in maneuver space will be providing MEF
commanders with dedicated organization, tools, and
experts to ensure rapidly advancing information
capabilities can be planned and executed effectively
Fig. 1 The OODA Loop (John Boyd)
“Situation Assessment” of the OODA Loop is 
directly mappable onto “Situation Assessment” in 
SA Model by Dr. Mica Endsley (Fig. 2). “Projection” 
of future states & events becomes possible.
A Big Data Architecture in 
Support of the Running Estimate
Proposed Approach for BD Management Architecture
• Emphasis is on open-source software frameworks
integrated with hardware for real-time performance
• The choice of open-source frameworks is determined by
high-level adoption by the open-source developers
• Design storage integrated with semantic typing, and
Knowledge Bases (KBs) for feeding information into the
Knowledge Graph (KG)
• Apply machine and deep learning techniques to feed
knowledge on discovered features of entities and shapes of
dynamically-changing situations for storage and advanced
reasoning over the Knowledge Representation
Findings and Next steps
• Integrate with open-source multi-model ingest &
load tool combining storage, ML, and AI
• Map symbolic to ontological representation to
leverage semantic types for integrated reasoning
• Identified transformation approach from entities-
to-events to support Level 2 and 3 SA by Endsley
• Identified approach of transforming from SA to
Causality with high potential to benefit planning
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Big Data Management Strategy
Decision Making by the MEF Information 
Group (MIG) Commander at the Edge
Details:
• Commander Critical Information Requirements (CCIRs)
focus on “visible” macro-battles vs “invisible” micro-battles
• Decision-making is event-driven at all levels (MEF – MSC –
Reg/Grp – Bn/Squadron, - Company).  Event info is shared.
• The semantics of events-as-is is clearly defined while the
semantic of, potentially, “winning” events remains unknown
Challenges:
• Combine Machine Learning and AI for bottom-up analysis
• Transform battle into situations to understand their dynamicsFig, 2 SA Model in Dynamic Decision Making (Dr. Mica Endsley)
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